MAT Program Organizational Chart
Curriculum & Advising

Coordinator
Melanie Landon-Hays, PhD.,
haysm@wou.edu
(oversees MAT program, its curriculum
and implementation of EdTPA; makes
schedule; primary advisor to all
students)

Professional Seminar
Leaders
(ED 656, ED 657, ED 658, ED 659)
Various professors in the ED
program; one professor assigned to
each cohort for all four seminar
classes.
(oversees and manage professional
projects; supervise and teach EdTPA
components holistically; provide
ongoing support)

Various Professors and
Instructors
(all other ED and CSE coursework that
is not field based)
Professors and instructors for the
MAT coursework vary by term and
by expertise. They are aware of
overall program curricular
requirements and work together to
provide a rigorous and cohesive
curriculum that prepares MAT
students to be effective teachers and
to pass all required work for initial
licensure (EdTPA).

Field Placements & Supervision

Director and Field
Placement Coordinator
Zigmond Derochowski,M.A.
derochowskiz@wou.edu
(oversees field placements, makes
connections with schools, oversees
supervisors and places MAT teacher
candidates and other clinical
experiences, coordinates MAT
admissions process)

Various Field Supervisors
(ED 609, ED 616, ED 697 & other
practicum requirements)
Supervisors for the MAT field
placements vary by student and
placement location. They are aware of
overall requirements for field
placements and their alignment with
licensure. Field supervisors will assist
with EdTPA tasks prior to official
submission, and lesson planning and
field placement requirements. They will
serve as the point of contact person for
the teacher candidate and their mentor
teacher, as well as for WOU Field
programs, conducting observations as
required.

Graduate Office

Director
Linda Stonecipher, PhD.,
stonecl@wou.edu
(oversees graduate office
requirements toward granting
the Master’s Degree)

MAT Contact Persons
-Amber Deets, M.S.
deetsa@wou.edu
(keep students informed of
graduate office requirements and
deadlines, oversee exit option
fulfillment—professional projects,
grant overload petitions, and
handle any other petition related
to continued study if a student
ends up on probation)

-Kristen Larson, MAT
larsonk@wou.edu
(handles all admissions
procedures)

